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In my Defender interview about Canary in a COVID World, I wrote: “Totalitarianism, genocide, war—these
atrocities are only possible thanks to the twin forces of propaganda and censorship.”
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Marie-Louise Murville Marie-Louise Murville’s Substack Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

OMG. You did it again! THE BEST definitions, evidence, and MEMES on Propaganda and Censorship.

You are the best, Margaret Anna Alice. Thank you!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 21 Author

Delighted you enjoyed it, Marie-Louise, and thank you again for the moving restack! 

🙏
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Denis Rancourt Denis’s Substack Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Love it!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 21 Author

Thank you so much, Denis—I’m sure it’s a topic that hits closer to home than you would have

imagined five years ago!
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Denis Rancourt Denis’s Substack Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I wrote this in 2016:

https://denisrancourt.ca/entries.php?

id=83&name=2016_02_01_report_canadian_defamation_law_is_noncompliant_with_interna

tional_law

See the civil rights section of my website:

https://denisrancourt.ca/categories.php?id=6&name=civil_rights
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 21 Author

Absolutely brilliant, Denis! Just started scanning, but I especially love #54 about being

“mean” with words.
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Kurt Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Alice, How do you amass such an amazing collection of memes? These are incredible
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 22 Author

Thank you, Kurt, and I’m happy to hear you found them of value!

I collect and categorize my favorite memes as I come across them. My husband has his own trove

(approaching 7k!), so I’ve grabbed a few from him but need to go through all of them and add

them to my own categories if I can ever find time to do that! Meanwhile, you may enjoy some of

the other topics if you haven’t yet seen them:

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/85808929/memes
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Swabbie Robbie Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

2 Bad Cattitude meme pools and now one by MAA! Sunday mornings are getting good. The best part

of waking up are memes with my cup.
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Ryan Gardner Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Those two and Yuri definitely have the best that I follow
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JamesDuff JamesDuff’s Newsletter Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Emergencies, diversions, lies, perversions,

24/7 non stop talk, ink, videos, a tsunami

Of mind manipulation. Great looking at these

Memes. Thanks .... shell shocked by just how

Much effort and money 

💰

 was spent to get people vaxxed!!

Imagine all that time and money spent on the Truth

Actually helping people ease their pains in 10,000 ways. But that ain’t happening yet!

Imagine a world where tyrants didn’t exist.

And media was educational informative and

Inspiring....

we still have the platform to ridicule the ridiculousness of their pathetic game.

Favorite was the football analogy bc I get that

Coach Walt Looney would be proud of those.

Thanks for Sunday Coffee and Memes!
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browntsunami browntsunami’s Newsletter Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The "Your Life is a Prison, Break Out!" video, is simple and so well done. I watched it twice and

downloaded it just in case I forget to look for the prison walls. After all, we have holy guardians of

sleepy time, that will likely take this type of information down, so as not to disturb the sleeping sheep.
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Mitch Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Fun and depressing simultaneously. How’s that done?!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 21 Author

😹

 It’s my speciality (“Specialty. Webster prefers … ‘specialty.’”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=0P-HfOG4nG0) as an Apocaloptimist 

👩🍳
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Mitch Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Omg. They’re so young! The nails!!

Thanks Muriel.:)
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 21 Author

😆💅👍
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Bonnie Caracciolo Jan 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hilarious! So, just to be clear- is this in response to the recent threat by a group of about 20 people

I've never, ever heard of who are accusing Substack of providing a platform for (shudder) N-N-N-

Nazis? (As if adults need to be protected from such things and aren't clever enough to decide

whether or not to be influenced). Seriously- who would we be protecting? I mean, how many minors

are reading Substack?

If you don't know about this 'threat'...I will try to locate the Substack where I saw the 'petition'. Cheers!
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Margaret Anna Alice Jan 22 Author

Haha, yes, that is part of the impetus for publishing this particular theme right now. As I wrote in

my reply (https://substack.com/profile/35383324-margaret-anna-alice/note/c-47835564) to

your Note:

Glad you enjoyed it, @Bonnie Caracciolo! I have been collecting memes on the topic of

censorship for a while but did decide to post it now because of that. I posted Round 1 of the

Substack Censorship Wars (from April 2023) the other day, and Round 2 will cover December

2023 exchanges:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/the-substack-censorship-wars-round-01
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